High resolution imaging from miniaturised devices is crucial for guidance during minimally invasive surgical procedures. Recently, all-optical ultrasound imaging has emerged as a promising modality with favourable properties. With all-optical ultrasound, ultrasound is both generated and received using light. Generation of ultrasound is achieved via the photoacoustic effect: excitation light is delivered to an optically absorbing coating where it is absorbed, leading to a temperature increase. The resulting pressure increase propagates as an ultrasound wave.[@c1] Optical reception of ultrasound can be achieved using interferometric methods, where impinging back-scattered ultrasound waves result in deformations of optically resonant structures that can be accurately monitored.[@c2] All-optical ultrasound imaging probes are readily miniaturised through the use of optical fibres and can provide broad bandwidths and high sensitivity.[@c6] In addition, all-optical ultrasound imaging probes can be made immune to electromagnetic interference, which allows for use in electromagnetically sensitive or harsh conditions, such as inside a magnetic resonance imaging scanner or during radio-frequency ablation.[@c8]

Several materials have been explored for the generation of ultrasound in this context.[@c9] The use of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) has been highlighted due to its high coefficient of thermal expansion, which ensures efficient conversion of deposited optical energy into acoustical energy and ultimately leads to the generation of high ultrasound pressures. However, PDMS is transparent over a broad wavelength range, and hence an optically absorbing component must be incorporated to enable the generation of ultrasound. Several materials have been considered, including metallic films,[@c10] metallic nanoparticles,[@c9] and carbon based materials such as carbon black,[@c12] candle soot,[@c13] and carbon nanotubes.[@c14] Here, we investigate the feasibility of using reduced graphene oxide (rGO) as the optically absorbing component. Reduced graphene oxide is commercially available in a functionalised form to facilitate dissolution in organic solvents and is hence readily integrated within PDMS. In addition, rGO does not suffer from some of the health concerns associated with the elongated shape of carbon nanotubes[@c17] and has fewer known health risks.

When deposited at the tips of miniature optical fibres, optical ultrasound generating composites have enabled both two-[@c6] and three-dimensional imaging[@c3] and real-time M-mode imaging in a clinical context.[@c7] To date however, imaging has mainly been performed using weakly directional optical ultrasound sources, which either yield poor lateral resolution in M-mode imaging or involve synthetic aperture scanning and image reconstruction algorithms that require probe position measurements at an accuracy (approximately 20 *μ*m) that is not currently achievable in a minimally invasive setting.[@c19]

Here, we demonstrate, through simulations and experiments, an optical ultrasound source geometry that emits a highly directional ultrasound beam. In addition, we introduce a composite optical ultrasound generating material comprising reduced graphene oxide and PDMS. Given its small lateral dimensions, the resulting optical ultrasound source is well suited to integration within needles or endoscopes.

A numerical model was developed to predict the characteristics of the generated ultrasound beam. This model was based on the FOCUS simulator for MATLAB[@c20] and modelled the optical ultrasound source as a circular piston for a range of diameters (200--1000 *μ*m) spanning common fibre optic core sizes ([Table I](#t1){ref-type="table"}). The temporal excitation of this piston was adjusted to match its frequency content to the acquired data.

###### 

Numerical study of the acoustic beam parameters for various aperture sizes. The pressure ratio is the ratio between the maximum pressure observed at the surface of the rGO/PDMS composite and at an axial distance of 16 mm.

                              Aperture size (*μ*m)                     
  -------------------------- ---------------------- ------ ----- ----- -----
  Divergence angle (°)                25.3           12.3   7.1   4.1   2.1
  Pressure ratio                      50.6           12.2   5.3   3.1   2.1
  Beam width at 16 mm (mm)            7.7            3.9    2.6    2    1.6

Based on these simulation results, an ultrasound transmitter diameter of 600 *μ*m was found to yield a good compromise between the mechanical restrictions for minimally invasive use (size and mechanical flexibility) and the generated ultrasound beam characteristics (pressure drop-off, beam divergence, and lateral resolution). Consequently, optical fibres with core/cladding diameters of 600/630 *μ*m (FP600URT, Thorlabs, UK) were chosen. The buffer coating was stripped from the distal end and the fibre end face was polished flat. A solution of rGO functionalised with octadecylamine (805084, Sigma Aldrich, UK) and xylene was prepared by adding 500 mg of rGO to 2.5 ml of xylene. The solution was sonicated for 20 s to facilitate dispersion of the rGO in the xylene. Three prepared optical fibres were dipped into the rGO solution and removed, leaving a coating on the fibre surface. Coated optical fibres were left for 24 h in ambient conditions to dry. Subsequently, the coated fibres were dipped into a solution of PDMS (MED-1000, Polymer Systems Technology, UK) and xylene (ratio 1 g PDMS:1.8 ml xylene) and directly removed. The PDMS coated optical fibres were left to cure in ambient conditions with the distal end surface facing up to prevent the accumulation of excess PDMS at the fibre tip.

The optical fibres coated with rGO were examined visually using a stereo-microscope both before and after the application of the PDMS layer. The optical absorption of the rGO/PDMS composite coatings was measured using an integrating sphere (FOIS-1, Ocean Optics, USA), a broadband white light source (HL-2000-HP-FHSA, Ocean Optics, USA), and a spectrometer (Flame-T-VIS-NIR, Ocean Optics, USA) over a wavelength range of 345--1027 nm. An uncoated polished optical fibre was used as a reference.

The ultrasound pressure field generated by the directional optical ultrasound sources was measured using a calibrated needle hydrophone (Precision Acoustics, UK) with a diameter of 200 *μ*m and a calibration range of 1--30 MHz. Ultrasound was generated using a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (SPOT-10--500-1064, Elforlight, UK) with a pulse width of 2 ns, a repetition rate of 100 Hz, a pulse energy of 42.3 *μ*J, and a wavelength of 1064 nm. An ultrasound field scan was performed by scanning the hydrophone over a two dimensional grid orthogonal to the longitudinal axis of the optical fibre. The grid measured 3 mm × 3 mm with an isotropic step size of 50 *μ*m and was positioned at an axial distance of 1.6 mm from the rGO/PDMS composite coating.

The measured ultrasound field scan was numerically back- and forward-propagated to determine the divergence of the ultrasound beam. For this, the angular spectrum approach[@c21] was applied to propagate the ultrasound pressure field to axial distances ranging between 0 and 16 mm in steps of 1 mm.

Examination of the composite coatings with a stereo-microscope showed that the rGO coating was *ca.* 40 *μ*m in thickness (the PDMS overcoat was nearly congruent and added less than 10 *μ*m in thickness) and did not cover the entire end surface of the optical fibre. Illumination through the optical fibre showed a distinct bright ring around the edge of the coating \[[Fig. 1(a)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}\]. However, the coated region was uniform and no light was visibly transmitted through the coating. For all three fibres, the optical absorption varied by less than 3% for wavelengths between 450 and 930 nm (this range was limited by the brightness of the light source), with a mean absorption between 80% and 89%. The majority of the optical transmission through the fibre could be accounted for by the uncoated ring around the edge of the optical fibre end face.

![(a) Microscopic image of an optical fibre coated with an rGO/PDMS composite under white light illumination through the fibre core. (b) Ultrasound time series as measured directly in front of the rGO/PDMS optical ultrasound source at a distance of 1.6 mm. (c) The corresponding power spectrum normalised to 0 dB.](APPLAB-000114-113505_1-g001){#f1}

The peak ultrasound pressure in the centre of the beam at a distance of 1.6 mm from the rGO-PDMS composite coating was measured as 1.7 MPa \[[Fig. 1(b)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}\]. In addition, a −6 dB ultrasound bandwidth of 24.3 MHz was found, around a peak frequency of 14.7 MHz \[[Fig. 1(c)](#f1){ref-type="fig"}\]. These values are comparable to ultrasound pressures achieved with previous composite coatings.[@c9]

Field measurements showed that the generated ultrasound field was circularly symmetric and highly directional \[[Fig. 2(a)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\]. For axial distances ranging between 0 and 16 mm, the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the ultrasound beam was found to increase from 600 *μ*m to 2.1 mm, corresponding to a divergence angle of 7° \[[Fig. 2(b)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\]. The measured ultrasound beam diameter and divergence angle matched the values predicted by simulation well. However, it was found that the simulation slightly overestimated the beam divergence.

![(a) The maximum pressure observed across orthogonal planes at various axial distances. The green contours represent the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the pressure in each plane and are indicative of the acoustic beam shape. (b) The elevational (red) and lateral (black) extents of the FWHM of the acoustic beam profile as a function of axial distance. The simulated acoustic beam (blue) has rotational symmetry and hence only a single beam width is displayed. (c) The maximum pressure (in time) observed as a function of axial distance, for both simulated (blue) and measured data (red).](APPLAB-000114-113505_1-g002){#f2}

Due to the high degree of collimation of the optically generated ultrasound beam, the ultrasound pressure decreased only weakly with the increasing distance \[[Fig. 2(c)](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\]. The peak pressure decreased from 2.2 MPa at the coating to 0.4 MPa at a distance of 16 mm and matched the simulated peak pressure closely. The discrepancies observed between measured and modelled peak pressures at axial distances below 2 mm are due to inaccuracies in the numerical back-propagation algorithm.

Here, we presented a compact optical ultrasound source that generates a highly directional ultrasound beam. The transmitter, which was based on a 600 *μ*m core diameter optical fibre, comprised a composite of reduced graphene oxide and PDMS. The high pressure, bandwidth, and degree of beam collimation found for the presented directional optical ultrasound sources suggest that these sources are well-suited to M-mode or sweep imaging, where highly collimated beams can provide high lateral imaging resolution. In addition, the slow reduction in maximum pressure with the axial distance will enable large imaging depths, and the wide bandwidth will result in high axial resolution.

Whilst the coatings fabricated here exhibited high optical absorption, inspection of the coatings showed that they did not form across the entire end face of the optical fibre, leaving a ring of uncoated fibre at the edges. For optically generated ultrasound, the acoustical bandwidth is inversely proportional to the absorbing coating thickness.[@c9] While the bandwidths generated here are comparable with those reported in previous studies,[@c9] broader bandwidths might be achieved by reducing the rGO coating thickness. This could be realised by adjusting the solvents used for the rGO coating, using similar techniques to those described in previous work using carbon nanotubes.[@c15] Preliminary observations suggest that the mechanical and photo-stability of the coating are excellent, as no change in acoustical performance was observed during approximately six hours of continuous use while submerged in water.

Two-dimensional pressure field measurements were numerically back-propagated to the coating surface to yield a transduction efficiency of 0.21 MPa/(mJ/cm^2^) for the rGO-PDMS composite. This efficiency was comparable to those recently presented for carbon nanotube-based coatings[@c14] \[0.13--0.65 MPa/(mJ/cm^2^)\]. However, as the latter measurements were obtained using different hydrophone dimensions and measurement distances, precise quantitative comparison is currently unfeasible.

The presented fibre-optic ultrasound transmitter based on rGO achieved a high pressure (1.7 MPa at a distance of 1.6 mm) despite a relatively low optical fluence (15 mJ/cm^2^). Assuming a similar optical damage threshold for rGO/PDMS as for carbon nanotube-based coatings,[@c15] the peak pressure could be improved three-fold by increasing the pulse energy of the excitation light. Consequently, the presented directional optical ultrasound source is expected to allow for high-resolution imaging at large depths of up to a few centimeters. Additionally, the functionalised rGO used for this study was commercially available, which dramatically reduced the complexity of the fabrication process compared with previous carbon nanotube coatings that required complex functionalisation processes prior to use.[@c15] Furthermore, evidence suggests that, due to its particle shape, rGO is likely to have a lower toxicity than carbon nanotubes[@c17] and hence might be better suited for use in medical devices.

The optical ultrasound source presented here derived its directivity from its flat, circular aperture (600 *μ*m in diameter) that was large compared to the acoustic wavelength corresponding to the frequency content of the generated ultrasound. However, for the low frequencies (below *ca.* 6 MHz), this source is only partially directional, resulting in increased ultrasound beam divergence. In future work, the directivity of the optical ultrasound source could thus be improved by suppressing the lower frequencies, either through filtering in post-processing or by deliberately limiting the bandwidth of the excitation light using a temporally modulated light source.[@c23] In addition, the divergence angle of the ultrasound beam can be further reduced by increasing the diameter of the optical fibre. However, this would decrease the lateral resolution at short axial distances because of the larger beam diameter.

The type of collimated ultrasound beam generated by the source presented here is desirable for imaging in dynamic environments where precise source positioning is challenging, such as intra-operative or interventional procedures. In such procedures, conventional omni-directional optical ultrasound sources and the associated synthetic aperture scanning and image reconstruction are impractical due to space and time constraints. Previous work utilised concave structures (with a diameter of 2 mm) to generate approximately collimated ultrasound beams.[@c19] However, the planar geometry presented here achieved better collimation, higher pressures, and wider bandwidths, at a reduced overall diameter.

Similar to the previously presented concave geometry, the optical ultrasound source presented in this work uses an optical fibre with a relatively large core diameter. As such, the current device has a large minimum bend radius of 24 mm, thus making it impractical for use in some clinical scenarios. In order to overcome this limitation, a device is being designed comprising an optical fibre with a smaller core diameter and a short section of larger diameter at the distal end.

The results presented here suggest that the directional optical ultrasound source is well-suited for high-resolution M-mode imaging. Due to its flat aperture geometry, the presented optical ultrasound source lends itself to inexpensive fabrication processes with low complexity and in addition achieves better collimation at a smaller footprint than previously presented probes. Furthermore, the composite coating comprising PDMS and pre-functionalised rGO was shown to be a viable alternative to the more common carbon nanotube/PDMS composites, while requiring fewer preparation steps and likely exhibiting fewer adverse health effects. The presented directional optical ultrasound probe is hence ideally suited to biomedical and especially interventional applications.
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